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FOREWORD

A major goal of the Right to Read Program has tten to disseminate information about the status of literacy education, successful products, practices and
current research finding in order to improve the instruction of reading. Over
the years, a central vehicle for dissemination have been Right to Read con-

ferences and seminars. In June 1978, approximately 350 Right to Read
project directors and staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington, D.C. to consider Literacy: ,Meeting the
Challenge.

The conference focused on three major areas:

examination of current literacy problems and issues
assessment of accomplishments and potential resolutions regarding literacy Issues; and
exchange and dissmination of ideas and material on successful
practices toward Increasing literacy in the United States.
All levels of education, preschool through adult, were considered.
The response to the Conference WcIS such that we have decided to publish the
papers in a series of individual publications. Additional titles in the series are

listed separately as well as direction for ordering copies

SHIRLFY A. JACKSON

Director
Basic Skills Program

III
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SUMMARY
Overview
Distinguishing between resp..-nsiveness to the express desires of schools and

responsibility for the welfare and development of learners, this paper argues

that publishers of educational materials fail to fulfill their responsibility
in meeting the challenge of literacy, largely because they asses their performance by the reactions of teachers, whose inordinate dependency upon
published materials obscures their judgment. After defining responsibility
and the new challenge of literacy, neither measurable in such quantitative
terms as sales figures, the paper cites research to establish, first, the extent to
which teachers depend upon published materials and, second, the discrepancy

between their evaluations of materials and those elicited from learners.
Arguing that the latter better indicate the educational value of materials, iit
proposes that publishers have a responsibility, largely unfulfilled, to gather
and use feedback directly from learners It further proposes that publishers
fail in their responsibility to educate purchasers. to field-test their formulas
and the materials that implement them, and to share their experience with one

another Citing as one cause for optimism a proposal that le publishing
industry establish a university research center, it concludes by recommending

modifications of that proposal, including an extension of the center's
functions.

Responsibility. Literacy, and Publisher-f urchaser Symbiosis
Responding to the extemporaneous remarks of a publisher and a writer of
children's readers, the author begins by remarking the symbiotic relationship
between commercial publishers of reading materials and teachers, who use the
materials to structure virtually all the time devoted to reading instruction. Up
until recently this relationship has gone unscrutinved, neither party wishing

to acknowledge it of assess its consequences. As a result, the failure of
publishers to produce materials that accommodate the motivational,
intellectual, experiential, emotional, and creative needs of learners has
received scant attention. However, publishers also have not been found
wanting in responsibility because xesponsibility has been cot-fused with
responsiveness and hence measured by sales figures. Similarly, sales figures
have been misconstrued as evidence that they are meeting the challenge of
literacy, whereas the ch'allenge today requires us to measure not how many

people read and how much, but how wall they understand and think about
what they read.

Teachers' Dependency Upon Materials
E PIE Institute studies, corroborated by other research, show that learners .
receive approximately 98 percent of their instruction from materials rather
than teachers Such findings imply that materials must attend to all the human
dimensions of learners and will stimulate naluati.,ns that conclude they do
not They also indicate that teachers depend upon materials to structure
Yirtually all classroom actiYity

Publishers' Failures of Responsibility
Such dependency may help explain w hy teachers generally express
satisfaction with materials that learners consider boring or corny, research
suggests not that they Judge more acutely, but that dependency %mates their
professional objectiYity Finis publishers cannot legitimately use positRe
teacher ratings to confirm their performance Nor can they defend the quality
of their materials by asserting that experienced teachers write them or that

teachers test them in the classroom prior to cublication, first, because
teachers do not necessarily ha% e the complex of skills required to (In clop
outstanding materials, esp...cially when so many rely so heavily upon existing
materials, and second. because held testing emphasites mar Feting rather than

improving materials and does not assess their set% ice to the learner Fhe
learner's response demands attention not only because teachers may judge
uncritically. but because the eYalaations of adults who choose books for
children differ markedly from the evaluations proterred by children
themselves, and it is the latter that predict the influen.e hooks will hale on
them

Publishers argue that commercial sun iv at requires that they attend more to
teachers, the purchasers, then to learners, the ultimate consumers In doing so,

however, they abrogate their responsibility to educate purchasers and thus
violate the tradition that domed publishing to a profession Moreover, the
fact that publishers Initiated the development of vocabulary controlled
readers, creating rather than responding to a purchaser demand, indicates
that schools do not so thoroughly control them as they maintain
The failure of the publishers to test the concept and formula of controlled
%ocabular is sy mptomatic of the industry's tendency to appropriate formulas
from experts without assessing how well specific types of learners can

the materials that implement them An empirical test of the instructions
included in a popular reading program indicates that publishers not only
depend uncriticallY upon readability formulas, but apply them inconsistently
as well

F malls, publishers fail in their responsibility to learners by keeping their
acquired wisdom to themselves, thus condemning other publishers to repeat
2
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and discover the same mistakes. Because publishers who have learned how to
conduct efficient learner verificqpon and revision programs have not shared
their experience, most publishers continue to gather their data from teachers

or not to incorporate the data they gather from learners in revisions.
Recommendations for A Research and Training Program
There are, nes ertheless, reasons for optimism. Accumulating research on
the role of instructional materials in the classroom is creating a propitious
climate for discussion and debate Some publishers have initiated effective
learner verification and revision programs Moreover, the president of a
major publishing company has recently proposed that the industry establish a
research center at a university. Despite the responsibility thus evinced,
however, the proposal requires modifications The program should receive
some of its funds from urns ersit les and the Federal GM ernment; draw its staff
from at least three major uniNersities, offer training leading to a professional
degree for those invoked in and aspiring to careers in publishing; and publish
a scholarl, journal. underwritten by subscriptions that publishers would take

out for all their employees who could i.,e it

PUBLISHERS RESPONSIBILITY IN MEETING THE CONTINUING
CHALLENGE OF LITERACY
There's another, quite different view from that just presented by these
industry representatives of how well publishers are meeting their responsibilities to consumers. This quite different --and quite valid view hinges on a
peculiar factor which relates to and colors whatever one can say about "the
responsibilities of publishers" in relation to the education marketparticularly when it comes to commercially published reading materials. This factor

is the symbiotic relationship that exists between the publishers and the
purchasers of curriculum materials This relationship is underscored by recent

research that has found that the overwhelmingly dominant instructional
activity in the majority of this country s classrooms focuses on reading and the
related language arts. and that commercially published materials, according

to our research at EFfE Institute, are used by teachers to structure 90-95
percent of instructional time in reading as well as in all other curricular areas.

The ramifications of this unique corporate-curricular connection are what I
want to direct your attention to as we consider the topic, "the responsibility of
publishers." But before I turn to that topic, I'd like very briefly to examine the
idea of rerponsibilitv in general. There are at least two levels at which one may
view oneself as being "responsible The first level takes Into account the
responsiveness to others of those who have given, or have been chosen to take
one, a particular personal or societal responsibility. For instance, politicians
are often judged on the basis of how responsive they are to the moods. needs,
expectations, aspirations. and beliefs of voters (i.e. primarily measurable in
terms of how many people vote for them). Corporations account for themselves in terms of how well their products or services are "responding" to the
needs of 1w market (i e usually measurable in terms of how many are being
sold', Government. lila% Ise. talks about being-responske to the governed To
judge responsibility on this level is to fudge it largely on tlw basis of quanti-

tative measures To make use of quantitative critetia makes things a lot
simpler and neater as well as creating an aura of confidence that we often hear

summed up in the expression."Numbers don't he Well, if it's true that
numbers don't lie, it is also true that rely ing on numbers tends to numb our
sensibtlittes to others. less quantifiable, yet I would argue more important,
criteria by which responsibility should be judged. Large positive numbers on
corporate balance sheets tend to numb stockholders into a state from which

they will hardly ever consider how well that corporation is servicing,
preserving, or improving the quality of life for the people who are using its
products Large sales numbers tend to numb corporate executives to the need
to ask how well their products are serving the more qualitative needs of their

consumers. Similarly, election landslides tend to numb public debate on
important qualitative social questions
1 hus, when we ask ourselves _about the resp nsib!!!tv of publishers" in
meeting "the challenge of literacy," i want to be sure that we and -more
importantly they judge how well they are meeting that responsibility in
terms of the more difficult qualitative questions, rather than being satisfied

with easy quantitative answers If we use quantitaiive criteria alone, there is
simply no argument that publishers have been meeting the "challenge of
literacy" successfully, ever sinc:. Gutenberg And no one can denyor fail to
be impress&

that today there are more books being published and sold than

ever before, and that there seems to be no end in sight to that continuing
increase. Of course, one does tend to wonder whether these hooks are being
read, and more importantly, how vt ell they are being read But the numbers
are so large, and so unremitting, that indeed, in one sense, they do not lie The

numbers can, and do numb us. however, to the new challenge to literacy.
Today, the challenge of literacy is no longer the simpler, quantitative one of a
simpler time During the days when compulsory free education was spreading
and expanding throughout the U S gains in literacy could be measured in
terms of hov, many people were learning to read, and how many books and
newspapers were being sold Today, in a tougher time, we dare not measure
hov, well we are meeting the challenge of literacy other than in terms of how
well hair many of us are reading For to have leaf ned to read well means to
have learned tp think well a point we hake lust heard Assistant Secretary
Beri y make in her Luncheon talk It we have as we should some sense that
we are in a "race between education and catastrophe" words of Fl G Wells.

which I tirml espouse

then the qualm, not °nix of education but of our

Lollectie tuture depends upon our meeting this new Lontemporar challenge
of literar..,, to produce //upthrust teaden
Belie\ mg this as I do, rn message to you toda is that publishers are failing
to meet th's new qualitatie-literacy challenge. 1-he., are failing, at least in
part because they measure their work largel., in quantitative terms, and this
tends to stifle discussion and debate
er how publishers and esperially
educational publishers should be fulfilling their re,ponsibility to help
schools and teacliers dex clop readers capable and confident of the', ability not

simply to read, but to read, to comprehend, and to think
Noy, p iblishers, of course, will maintain than this is precisel!, what they are
doing. !ha, !het are being ropoitive and hen( t' reponsihle to the demands of
the se;lools But being responsixe to the demands of "schools" is not necessank the same thing as responsiblx meeting the needs of learners who attend
these schools Now, I %. ill not maintain that th,ere aren't publishers attempting
to do this, but I do maintain that there are ery, eery few publishers who are
achitning it 'faxing said thi I hale come hack agnin to the comment with
which I began, concerning the unique sy inhume relationship in American
5

education between the educational publishers and the educational purchasers
of classroom instructional materials

One of the peculiar aspects of this publisher-purchaser symbosis is that
neither party has been willing to recognise or to discuss openly this peculiar
relationship and its implications for learners. And yet_ an acknowledgement
of the enormous dependency of the schools on the products of the education

...

industry for carrying out the teaching of learners must be central to any
probing discussion of publishers' responsibilities Both publishers and
purchasers are aware of the importance of Instructional materials in the
Instructional programs o: schools They are aware. however tacitly, of the
dependency of classroom teachers upon these materials to provide learners

with a structure for their day to day learning Nevertheless, prior to the
relatiyely recent research studies undertaken h) the Mr Institute in its National Sur\ e) and Assessment ot Instructional Materials (NSAIM). (1976)
and the more recent published studies h) others, there has been no open,
on-going discussion of this enormous instruetion6rdependenc)

For instance, in a careful stud) of the role of cut ticulum materials in
classroom instruction. Da \ is. Fr\ niter and ('linetelter ( 1977) Intind that most
curriculum materials used were print-based. as much as 7S pet cent . , "[-I his
may he interpreted as a sonic A hat higher percentage than the 65 percent of
.

classroom time denoted to the use of print materials reported in Fill
Institutes National Sur e) and Assessment of Instructional Materials]
!he\ also found "...that during the 65 pupil school da \ s [during which
learners across the country ~ere obser\ ed to disco\ er ho \N often and hov.
man) materials I [IQ, used] only a \ er) le \\ people [1 e . teachers] \\ ere used as
curriculum materials In fact. in the tabular display of their data regarding
the ose ot all t \ pes ot uisifuctional media in classrooms. these researchers
reoort that the relati \ c pet centage of use ot "people" \ is-a-s is other instructional media in classroom instruction \\ as I 9 percent Putting it another \\ a).
these rescarLiiers found that apprommatel) 98 percent of the instructional
messages reeci\ ed h) classroom learners came directly from print and non-

print Hist' uctional materials rather than :rom teachers ihe finding that
teaches report instructional materials are being used 95 percent of
classroom tune h\ learners, is identical to F PIE \
As this sort of research evidence mounts up. increasing attention will
inevitably be paid to instructional materials. and it will become clear that at is
irresponsible for publishers and purchasers alike not to discuss openly the
reality that materials are tie central focus of what is learned or not learned in
classrooms I also think that as more research of the rt begun by Davis,

Frymier and Chnefelter looks more intently at the extent to which the
publishers and ptrrchasers of instructional materials are effectively attending
to such matters as the motiational. intellectual, experiertial, emotional.
and create e needs of learners, most of today \ classroom materials (as Nell as
6
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their use by teachers) will be found wanting in these human dimensions. I
further believe that until those publishers and `purchasers give these matters
the attention they deserve, schools will not be able to capitalize on the

important concomitant research on "engaged academic time" recently
summarized by Rosenshine and Berliner (1978)

\

In in-depth interviews with learners across the country, individually and in

small groups, EPIE is discovering that learners find few materials to be
'particularly mons ating. interesting, or challenging to work with Indeed
many of today 's most used materials are characterized by learners as "holing"
or "corny

However, EPIE has also foupd that, in genet al, teachers are quite content
with these lame materials. My own explanation for this phenomenon, is that

many teachers are so dependent on materials for structuring the moments,
hours and days of classroom activity, that they tend to be something less than
professionally objective in their judgments of the quality of materials they use.
For when asked what they would do if their were dented the use of the specific

materials they sere currently using, most teachers respond that they would
simply use a commercially available alternative.

lion, you 'nay be asking yourself, "Don't these findings about teacher
satisfaction with the materials they are using indicate that publishers are doing
a good job in meeting their responsibilities') Well, I agree that the findings
have a great deal to say about the way in which publishers are fulfilling their
responsibilities. but
little about ow well publishers are meeting them or
about
they ought to he meeting those responsibilities

The conjecture that the finding that teachers are as content as they are with

the materials they are using is mere a measure of teacher dependence on
materials than an indication of the quality and objectivity of their judgment,
about them is supported by other finding. as well: (11 Forty-five percent of the

more than 12,000 teachers heard from told EPIE researchers that they, had
had no role in selecting the materials they were currently using But this fortyfist: percent were no less content with the quality of their materials than were
the fifty-five percent who had had a role in selecting materials they used. (2).
The Michigan State Department of Education re pOrted its Cost-Effective-

ness study that student achievement in compensatory education programs
was found to he greater in classrooms in which teas ters had beer allowed to
select instructional materials being used than in classrooms in which the
teachers had not selected the material being used
It is not surprising. how es er, that publishers take all positive teacher ratings
of the materials they are using as continuing confirmation that, as publishers,

they are doing the right thing Consequently, each year more materials are
terials teachers are already using.

published which are very much like the
7
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1 hese %cry-much-alike materials continue to sell more or less as well as their
predecessors hase sold in precious years And these continuing, stable sales
figures gise the edt.eation industry and the executives and stockholders a
inch% idual companies what amounts to an annual cote of confidence from

school purchasers in addition publishers are reinforced by their salesmen,
who regular!. ask teachers hoc well they like the materials that have been
purchased from their company Not surprisingly in light of the research
these salesmen report hack to their bosses that teachers are
quite satisited with their company's materials I hus,"both sales figures and
salesmen prose continuously to the industry at large that it is responsive to
reported also% c

school purchasers and teacher users of the materials it is producing. The
products are selling, the arc used, and the purchasers seem satisfied This
pretts timely has been the situation during the entire 150-year history of the
educational publishing indastrs But at this point, attempts are being made to
understand the special relationship betuecn educational publishers and
educational porch isers. and to explore the subtle but important diff ences
betueen being responsise and meeting one's Bill responsibilities
It is appar e Et that publishers do eser\trung they can to he responsise to
those ssho pure ;lase se hoot materials But. as I hase intimated, being responsise to the demands ut purchaser s does not 1,ccessards include being responsible to leaf Ile s Nk ho ale. alter all, the ultimate consumers of the publishers'
the l ea, hers ( alleQe Reiard a teu years ago,
product I n candid at trete
tt hat's *long seal' I stbook s ' a one-time textbook
rlt
uti,e h s
tie
Broods
ssrote
that dm mg his !eats in the industry. educational
editor
s Ind

cuts

le, but E Ids don't bus hooks teachers do

I he

le rites or the dttitud, unplie it ininsma situ ate apparent throughout the
design .11 ii liCNClorrIlent of all ts pes of instructional materials I he% re

de signed and d, eloped has donshattits seohopublishandthoseshodoin
e/ they ought to he like Seldom. 'I eser, are learners
last his the hook
in
to,rpff4;
r ntotItt,ttiott that -0)1(1 tell both publisher and purchaser
ante hoc motisailne intellectual's challenging. or rellled to learners'
esper itts a green MA CI MI in,l or ,11.0 not he
I Li s rog It self I this ace u ohm at the educational industry mole than 'ince. I
ant accusto ^ltd to recci% mg a standard response (one that uas built into the

presentation made bs the Indust! s representatises here bibs) which runs
something like this I he people s% ho %% rite our materials are either teachers or
tonne; te,t(hers. %ho !lase either taught uhat,,thes are Sc ruing anout, ar will
air angt r o has c lass' oom teachers use our materials v, ith students before se
publish them I n some cases, all. or at least some, of these things ate true
H

yr

there area number of assumptions floating around in such a

statement of questionable thetas
(. !vetting a leaf rung material that sill engage. hold the attention, and
put posetulls channel the ene g% of learners, requires that complex mstruc-

trona', motivational, intellectual, verbal, and visual communications tasks be
carried out with consummate skill in a varety of media 1 do not accept as
sated the publishers' argument that because someone has taught a particular
subject and "taught" it. let's remember. makings cry hea y use ot an existing
tnstructional material he or she .:;:essarily has the skills needed to develop a
mediated material from vs hich learni.rs will learn Fur thermore, I seriously
question whether has ng teachers try out a soon-to-be-published material, in
order to get those teas hers' reactions to it, can tell a publisher as much as he
ought to know about the extent to w hich a material is capable of doing its Job
for learners It should also he noted that most of such classroom tryouts are
conducted primarily for product marketing and promotion purposes rather
than for product-impros einem purposes While publishers now spend a fair
amount ot moues on such -held ( mar ket) testing part of their standard
response to ins request for more targeted testing 01 materials dire( all it an
learners is that such testing would add to the cost of the product My response
to this is that the few publishers ss ho has e responded to my suggestion by
early mg out such learner testit are has me to Lharge schools no more for
their nroducts than other publishers do for theirs
I he practice ot using adult opinion as a substitute for information gathered
direLtly h om the ultimate Lonsumei s ot products is not limited to ed ucational
publishing It is true also ot the publication of children's books for the trade I
was unaware ot this tau antil a few sears ago when I happened to come across
a modest. but nonetheless piositeatrse study repotted in Pr/Ms/ter\ 1-Veekh,
ss hie') was as simple as it was ingemoih A I recall. it ins ()Red the use of three
distinct groups ot Ridges ot (men& hooks I he I irst group was composed of
bookstoie personnel who ho had the lob ot Lhoosing. ss Inch tus enile books their

bookstoic ssould stock I he second group was made up of adults typical of
adults ss ho regularly purchase !us ende hooks other for their children, or
Children ol tr le ids or relatises I he third was a group ot children representae of suutighter, ((I the age and reasim, les el the books \seri.: being marketed
101

I his tud ssiis the t irst that we at I PI I had es et tonic across which aimed
at tinding out \OHL h ius emle boo' appeal to the s en (us endes for ss hom they
are h,:ing mod uLed and recommended, as Lompaied to hooks N hich appeal to
dt adults ss ho diode ss Inch books will he purchased for these youngsters
When the studs appealed. I I'll reported it in its eduLatiohal consumers'
newsletter. / P// ivam, hops to entourage publishers to des,
stematic. ongoing knowledge -base drawn from the reactions of
mate
«mstimets of tht ilisend hooks I u our knowledge. there has been no
mos men; toward desclopinc ni II an ongoing system ot dirLs:t consumer
)

teed hat k

I he results ot the stud (Tortes] on in 1'1'14101er', tl eeAll \%el e that there is
a mai Led dis, icrants h) 111CII !ht. 11(1l)k Chosen, and the Lriteria used, by the
9
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ultimate consumers of the books the kids who were expected to read them
and the books chosen by the adults who ultimately decided which book would
be bought
At this point, I w ould like to state a simple truth This is a truth that I believe

is quite important for the ultimate health perhans even survival of our
society It is that the unsophisticated eyaluations that youngsters are continualiY making of the school books and the trade hooks that adults develop
for their use (in many' cases, /,,,i:Isiated and c ompulwri use) are far more valid
as predictors of V, hat will be read, understood, used, remembered, and lived
with by these youngsters, than the complex, commercially motivated
"eYaluations" bY means of which most textbooks and trade books reach the
market

I he predictable publisher reaction to this "simple" truth is to say that the
"real" truth is itist not that simple, that publishers must first and foremost stay
in business as pa/41,11(7s T That is, nc, matter hat they might want to do, what
they must do is to make sure that their products are acceptable to people who
are in a position to purchase "len And this means paying close and primary

attention to the stated and unstated criteria used by those purchasers
rherefor..!, if purchasers do not ,:mphasi7e learner feedback and learner
eYaluations as criteria w hen buying books, then publishers will continue to

feel justified in pay mg little attention to the use of learner feedback in deYelop-

ing and in reYising their materials
I am concerned about publisher preoccupation with this sort of responsiYe
ness, because it turns its hack on the important publisher responAthihtv to
educate not only the consumers (i e , learners) but also the purchasers of their
products I here is a long and honorable tradition in publi .hing that says that a
publishing company does hale a responsibility to educate and to develop and

maintain standards of quality among its clientele For much of its early
history, that tradition set publishing apart from ot ht.: crasser businesses In
fact, it made publishing a profession, not lust a business 1 his tradition has
been eroded during the last century, as, more and more, commercial considerations hale come to dominate the publishing world
Some publishers with whom I have talked, though quite honorable people,
take the position that in educational publishing, one's responsibility is purely
and simply to be responsiye to purchasers If purchasers are demanding as

they did a generation ago

"new math", the publishers will vigorously

respond with textbooks that they perceive to be acceptable as "new math".
Today, when those new textbooks hay e produced an aftermath of "back-tobasics" backlash, educational publishers are working just as hard to produce
textbooks that will he perceived as taking classrooms "hack to bastes". The
same sort of responsiveness can be seen in the publishing of reading and
language arts materials. Once unfashionable, phonics, predictably, has been
once again given a central place in reading programs And just as predictably,

l0
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phonics will once more fade from fashion as publishers respond to some other
purchaser demand in the teaching of reading

But educational publishers are nit as controlled by what schools say they
want as they sometimes maintain We can find ample oddence of this fact in

the area of reading mat

rats Of particular interest is the role publishers

played in the mid-1930's 'A, ,en t hey introduced controlled vocabulary readers.

Despite what you may have understood, the idea of carefully controlling the
number of new words introduced into reading texts and juvenile trade books
did not come from school people It arose instead out of the experiences of a
gentleman by the name of John West, who had found that introducing no
more than two new words per hundred words of text proved successful in his
teaching of English as a second language to adults in India. On hearing about
West's experience with his formula for controlling vocabulary, an editor at
Scott, Foresman discussed it with William S Gray, a professor at the Umyersit% of Chicago, and a Scott, Foresman consultant According to Dr Paul
Dederich, now retired from a respected research career at the Educational
Jesting Ser.% ice, who during the 30's was a graduate student of Grey's. the
decision of Scott, Foresman to incorporate the idea of a controlled vocabulary using West's formula in the new "Dick and Ja ne" readers. came about as a
result of that discussion
Because of the success of the Scott. Foresman series, the rest of tie industry

was on publishing controlled %ocabulary readers School purchasers ra'her
quickly accepted the controlled % oca hula ry idea, and. ,n time, actually made it

a criterion again, which the acceptability of reading materials were to be
fudged I n this case, it is % cry clear than an industry -created demand 'iecame a

school-purchaser demand

It is interesting to note that both the concept and the formula of controlled
ocahulary became an accepted element of classroom reading materials
without any one's ever ha% mg empirically tested their %alidity, with classroom

learners Had they done so, they might hae found out that some modifications were in order As Paul Dederich put it in an ankle on the problems of
creating interesting reading materials
west urged this praline on the people uho were writing first -sear texts in foreign
languages, Mut I never heard him apply it to basal readers in the natise lar,,uage
urtherniorc after he had worked up to a recognition .ocaMulars of shout 1,500
wards hes toppedcountinghouolt :nheintroducedneuwords withthatmansofthe
mint e,nnrnon cords already k noun, he reasoned that new worts would almost
ine% ita Ns he surrounded Ms enough familiar cords to make them easy to learn He
neer dreamed that anyone would still Me counting the previously unused u ords after
live or six scars 01 instruct.on in reading the natise language

I believe that the manner in which educational publishers have promoted
and maintained a market demand for controlled vocabulary readers for over
i I
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forty years, proves the persuasive effect they can have on educational purchasers when they put their minds and their salesmen to work I also believe
that it is in the enlightened self - interest of educational publishers today to
examine the validity of using formulas in the development of reading
materials, whether it's a formula for controlling vocabulary or one for
measuring a hook's readability The unimaginati e adherence of publishers to
such formulas and the marketing and selection of classroom materials on the
basis of ratings using such formulas is simply a Sci out for those publ hers
and purchasers who are unwilling to accept the full burden of professional
responsibility for their decisions It's a lot came, to rely on the professional
Flesch or Fry than it is to spend
credibilits of the formulas of
one's time and energy finding out how well specific types of learners can
handle the materials that will he purchased for their use
In saw mg this. I do not mean to imply that readability formulas are, in and
of themselves, a had idea. but 1 PIF's research indicates that there is among
educational publisher s both an uncritical dependence on, and an,kagonststent

application of the current readability formulas

I his kind of selective

scientism needs w he purged with regular doses of empirical eNidence gathered

from the ultimate consumer s of the product I et me gke you L concrete
example of the select:\ c use and simultaneou disregard of such formulas,
coming out of I PIF's recent research on the reading programs most used in
classrooms In most cases, when the reading formula used by the
publisher is applied to the reading selections themselves in a particular
material, thew are found to he at the level designated. but wen often when the

same readabilit\ formula is applied to the student directions printed in the
mater

these are found to he %% r men at a considerably higher reading line!

Recent, one of

e graduate students in ms course on instructional

materials researth.it it ache! s ()liege ( olumbui examined this phenomenon
one of the most -used teiding programs We decided that she should study

empircalk how well the program could communicate to and engage the
interest of fourth-grade students I 'nits appropriate to the level of de\ clopini..nt of the touith graders she happened to he teaching were chosen and
s stcmaticatk tried with four of her students I he students elected were
below as el age I student! as erage (2 students) and abuse average( I student)
in lei ms of their gc ne, al school performance I ho were ohser ed individually
as thes worked through the units selected I n each ease, the students had some
minor difficulties \\ ith the reading selection around which the unit was built
However, each of the students, s1 hates er his or her ablhts line! had enough

difficult\ reading the student directions to tl,e pretest to the unit that their
teacher researcher had to intervene to help them understand what the pretest
directions were d,lec .ing them to do I et me read you these directions in their
entirety
the ro,,,gninng o iron Litn.,A,,r.is in i stirs v.111 hip tu to
Onnild
dent tinne th, time And Ow otdvt In V.hltillt nt lakc riaLc
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In each of the numbered sentences helms, tsso things arc said ,o has e happened In
some sentences one thing is said to Luise happened before the other In other sentences

the tv 0 things arc said to has e happened at the same time Read each sentem e
carefully I hen drass oi. hoe under the esent that happened first and dray tvo lines
under the esent that happened second in the sentences ss here both es ents are said to
!lase happened it the same time dress one line under both esents Ural a line around
the clue surd that lets sou knoss the correct order I ssoes.ampleshase been done for
sou

These directions, with which all four youngsters had difficulty, actually
measure at an upper fifth-grade level, using the Dale-Chall scale This tends to
point up the short-comings of current readability formulas when they are used

to ascertain the clarity of w hat. for the want of a better name, I shall call
"instructional prose" Current readability measures simply do not take into
account the difficulty the human mind has when attempting to follow the sort
of complex set of cognitive and motor directions the publisher of this reading
program is expecting fourth graders to follow Here's my graduat student's
report on how her fourth graders handled these directions'
All four students read the instructions carefully, looked at the sample, reread the
instructions again trsing to relate the sample to the required task, bur could not do so
All of them asked for ms assistance I told them to reread the instructions to themselves
again and then look at the sample in order to follos shat they are asked to do Fach
one of them could not proceed I hen I asked them to read the instructions to me out
loud I hen I told them to reread each statement of the instructions and tell me in their
ov.ii surds shat thes sere expected to do All sere able to do this [i e read the
directions] I hen I told them to repeat
me all the things they sere supposed to do
Fach of the children kept getting confused rhe,s didn't remember hos mans lines to
dray for the different elements In addition, none of the children interpreted "Dral a
.

line around," to mean dray a circle aroun i the clue cord, esen though the sample
clears shovs a circle around the clue surd After ssorkidg vith each of them for at
least use mintio.N. all sere able to proceed ve ithout any more assistance from me

The finding that none of the children interpreted "Draw a line around", as
meaning. "Draw a circle around", was of particular interest to students in this
course because of a presentation made at an earlier class session by a guest
lecturer I had in% ited a professional in the publishing industry who, in my
opinion, is one of the few doing a thoroughly responsible job in empirically
shaping materials in response to direct learner feedback. He had said that one
mistake his writers had been making in writing materials for early elementary
school children was to use the direction, "Draw a line around" He reported
that they eventually discovered from young students themselves that they had
great difficulty in seeing a "line" as being other than straight, and that the idea
of producing a circle by drawing a line around a correct answer was simply

beyond them On the other hand, they clearly understood the direction,
"Draw a circle around
This may seem to be a %ery small thing Hut I can assure you that it is not for
a youngster who can't understand what he or she is supposed to do in order to

learn from a material that has been developed, marketed, selected, and
purchased especially for his or her use.

Furthermore, this example of a single. confusing direction is revealing of
one aspect of the failure of publishers to fulfill their responsibility to meet the

challenge of developing and marketing materials that work with and for
youngsters. This is ths: failure to openly share experience Each company
seems destined to make the same mistakes and to have to discover on its own

even the simplest things that all could he doing to improve the readability,
understandability, and teachability of each of the industry's products Such a
wale 01 human-resources and know how is grossly irresponsible on the part of
an industry whose very title announces that it is in business in order to
educate There is a desperate need for communication among all educational

publishers concerning the techniques that can he used to improve the
instructional quality of their products
Here is another and to me personally, a more poignant example of this
need for communication among publishers During the last decade, I have
been a igorous ady ocate of the concept of impro mg materials by ,,eans of
feedback from learners We at f- PIE labeled the concept "Learner-Verification and Rey ision (1.-V-R)", and we were yen pleased w hen a few years ago a
number of states began to require that publishers "learner- verify and revise"

their materials As a result, during the last few years, many publishers have
begun to advertise the availability of "learner verified" versions of certain of
their materials As part of their course work, some of my graduate students
decided to contact these publishers to ascertain the ty pe of information they
ha%e been gathering from learners, and w hat specific improvements they had
made in their materials, using their learner feedback I hey discovered that a
few publishers are, indeed, beginning to get feedback directly from learners,
they work with a
by means ' test data. careful observation of learners

material, and from interviews with learners during or After they have used a
particular material But most of the publishers vv ho sire athertising "lea, nererified" materials are simplY tollow mg the established patterns of having
teat. heIS use OM, Matt:flak. and then answer vcry general questions about
hove well they and their students liked the materials. and such matters as
her the L Ontent and skills seem pioperk sequenced and laced
ho
One of my students happened to he speaking b phone to the person who

had been in charge of gathering data using One such teacher questionnaire and

was told that although the questionnaire had been used, the I VR contractor
used by the publisher had not been able to process the results in time for the
editors to use t hem in making their rev isions I utile activity indeed When this
person (w ho said she had had I V R responsibilities for that company for two
.ears) learned that there were some publishers who were not only gathering
data &teetly fi om learners but acre also learning to do this efficiently enough
to process and use the data in improving their materials, she said with some
longing in her v owe ?hat she wished she Lout(' IInd on' more about what these
other publishers were doing

I hat such a squat on exists is entirely the responsihilih of the publishing
14
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industry Publishers are not oily failing to carry out their responsibilities to
the ultimate consumers of their products but to their own industry as well
Having said what I have said here tw_ay, much of which I fear has been
rather depressing, I must remind myself that I am. if not an eternal, at least a
persistent, optimist And I must ask myself whether I see anyjustifiable cause

for optimism regarding the "Responsibility of Publishers". Well, for one
thing, I think that the accumulating research on the importance and use of
astructional materials in classroom instruction is encouraging It is bringing
about a climate in which more informed, open. and realistic discussion and
debate on instructional materials and how to improve them can happen.
Unfortunately, the climate will not prevail during this session. Due to the
demands of the industry representatives here today concerning how cur two
hours together are being spent. there will be no time for debate of the issues I
have raised in this paper It is my hope. and indeed my conviction, however,
that an open cliirate will eventually prevail Secondly. the fact that at least
some publishers are doing a -creditable job in conducting direct consumer
research on theu products and then actually using the data to improve these
products is also encouraging Finally. there is the most encouraging, although
at the moment still the most nebulous of recent developments the suggestion
by the president of a major publishing company. that the industry commit
itself to undertaking a program of research studies at an industry-supported
university research center In general, I applaud this recommendation, which
was as made earlier this year by Alexander Burke. President of McGraw-Hill
Book Company. in a speech to the As
own of American Publishers.
Industry recognition ot the need to conduct sJch research is long overdue
In the publishing industry 's defense. him cver.-I might say that perhaps one

of the reasons it has waited so long to p it forth. let alone act upon. a
recommendation to fund such iesearch, is tnat for over a decade, there has
been a hope qn t ht: part of sonic people in the industry that federally funded
educational laboratories would conduct the sort ot research that would show
the way to the improvement of all ty pes of instructional materials However,
this hope Oxhit.h. interestingly. was voiced a decade ago by Mr Burke's
predecessor at ti1c(iraw -Hill, Rohert I ocke in an article entitled. "Has the
Education Industry I ost Its Nerve") has not been realued Rather. these
federally funded laboratories have chosen to put most ot their emphasis on
product development and dissemination which has to an extent competed
with the education industry or has benefited indiv 'dual publishers rather
than on product research that might have helped to move the industry as a
w hole toward developing more efft- tore products In light of this development. Mr Burke's sugge.,tion is timely and responsible
However. encouraged as I am by the expression of publisher interest in
suppoiting research that will improve the instructional effectiveness of their
products. I am discouraged by his suggestion that such support take the form
15
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of funds for a center for doctoral -level instructional-materials research to be
set up at a solely industry-supported research center at one unisersity

Deeply held convictions, and a good deal of thought about the sort of
research and professional training that w ili be necessary if the publishing
industry is to fulfill its collective responsibility to future generations of young
Americans have led me to the following conclusions and recommendations.
( I ) It would not he wise for the publishing industry to supply the sole, or
even the major. financial support for a research and training program Ideally, funds to plan and carry out the program should come
from three sources the industry, the universities involved, and the
Federal Government I he universities must be willing to commit
some of their ow n funds in order to "ow n" the program, and the
Federal education agencies should contribute a fair share a proper
way for them to subsidwe the educational Ind ustry 's endeavors in this
area

(2) The program should not be developed by one university alone. No
single university has a broad enough configuration of professional
talent to staff such an ambitious program It should instead be
offered by a consortium of at least three major universities
(3) The program should not only conduct research, but should also offer
training leading to a professional degree, for persons already working
in the industry. as well as those aspiring to the profession

[For this professional training, in addition to regular uruversity faculty, the program should utilwe as adjunct faculty,
professionals in the industry and from other universities

and nonprofit research and development organi/ations
whose work on product improvement is such that others
would benefit from their instruction
(4) The program should produce a professional journal of instructional
materials research and improvement. which should be suoscribed to
by publishers for each employee for whom the journal would seem to
have relevance (This in itself should supply enough income to sup-

port the editing and printing of the journal) The journal would
provide a single, central outlet and source for all product-related
research

I believe that such a research and training program must, and can, be
established in the very near future through a consortium of major uniyersities.
The need for it is urgent. liut, once it is established, we must recognise that it
will take pme for cts benefits to accrue, and that a long-term commitment from
the universities, the industry, and the Federal agencies will be necessary.
If I have communicated what I set out to say to yo., today, it is that there is a
lot of work to he done by educational publishers, educational purcl.asers, and
16
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educational researchers, if the educational publishing industry is to meet its
changing, challenging responsibilities in the years ahead. In the interests of the

country's millions of educational consumers, it is my hope that they will not
fail in their collective mission.
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